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Chapter 1 : Microsoft Excel Formulas & Functions Cheat Sheet [Free Download]
The tutorial provides a list of Excel basic formulas and functions with examples and links to related in-depth tutorials.
Being primarily designed as a spreadsheet program, Microsoft Excel is extremely powerful and versatile when it comes
to calculating numbers or solving math and engineering problems.

So, what do we call an Excel formula and Excel function? Formula is an expression that calculates the value
of a cell. Function is a predefined formula already available in Excel. Functions perform specific calculations
in a particular order based on the specified values, called arguments, or parameters. For example, instead of
specifying each value to be summed like in the above formula, you can use the SUM function to add up a
range of cells: SUM The first Excel function you should be familiar with is the one that performs the basic
arithmetic operation of addition: SUM number1, [number2], â€¦ In the syntax of all Excel functions, an
argument enclosed in [square brackets] is optional, other arguments are required. Meaning, your Sum formula
should include at least 1 number, reference to a cell or a range of cells. A6 - adds up values in cells A2 through
A6. In your Excel worksheets, the formulas may look something similar to this: The fastest way to sum a
column or row of numbers is to select a cell next to the numbers you want to sum the cell immediately below
the last value in the column or to the right of the last number in the row , and click the AutoSum button on the
Home tab, in the Editing group. Excel will insert a SUM formula for you automatically. Excel Sum formula
examples - formulas to total a column, rows, only filtered visible cells, or sum across sheets. Excel AutoSum the fastest way to sum a column or row of numbers. Sums values in cells A2 through A6, and then divides the
result by 5. And what do you call adding up a group of numbers and then dividing the sum by the count of
those numbers? For our sample data set, the formulas will be as simple as: A To count all non-empty cells in
column A, go with this one: A In both formulas, you use the so-called "whole column reference" A: A that
refers to all of the cells within column A. The following screenshot shows the difference: In simple terms, you
use an IF formula to ask Excel to test a certain condition and return one value or perform one calculation if the
condition is met, and another value or calculation if the condition is not met:
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Chapter 2 : Excel functions (by category) - Office Support
A collection of useful Excel formulas for sums and counts, dates and times, text manipularion, conditional formatting,
percentages, Excel Formula Examples.

Make Excel formulas by using functions How to create advanced formulas in Excel When you have some
experience with simple Excel formulas, you may want to perform several calculations within a single formula.
And the following examples show how you can do this. Creating complex formulas with constants and
mathematic operators For a complex Excel formula to calculate correctly, certain operations must be
performed before others. The default order of operations in Excel formulas is this: Mathematical operations
enclosed in parenthesis Power of exponential calculations Multiplication and division, whichever comes first
in a formula Addition and subtraction, whichever comes first in a formula For example, you can use the
following formulas to calculate the total and commission: Excel formulas with nested functions In Microsoft
Excel formulas, nesting one function within another means using one function as an argument of another
function. In modern versions of Excel , , and , you can use up to 64 nested functions. In older versions of
Excel and lower, only up to 7 levels of functions are allowed. Here is a very simple example of a nested Excel
formula that includes the SUM function to find the total, and ROUND function to round that number to the
nearest integer 0 decimal places: B6 ,0 Of all Excel functions, IF is nested more often than all others. As you
probably know, the IF function is used to evaluate a specified condition and return one value when condition
is met, and another value when the condition is not met. However, quote often you have to deal with situations
where there are more than two possible outcomes. And if this case, you can write several IF functions and nest
them into each other: Using nested IF functions in Excel. Array formulas in Excel Array formulas in Excel are
advanced aerobatics. A single Excel array formula can perform thousands of calculations and replace hundreds
of usual formulas. Supposing you have 2 columns of numbers, column A and B. And you want to know how
many times column B is greater than or equal to column A when a value in column B is greater than 0. This
task requires comparing two ranges and you can do this by using the following array formula: To learn more
about Excel array formulas, please see the following tutorials: Excel array formulas, functions and constants explains the basics of array formulas and shows how to use array constants and array functions. Excel array
formula examples for beginners and power users - 7 fascinating examples of advanced array formulas in
Excel. Excel user defined functions Although Microsoft Excel has hundreds of built in functions, you still may
find yourself faced with a challenge for which no predefined Excel function exists. In this case, you can create
that function yourself Such custom functions are called User Defined Functions UDFs , and they are especially
useful for advanced mathematic or engineering calculations. As an example, you can review and download
custom functions created by our team to count and sum cells by color. Absolute, relative and mixed cell
references in Excel formulas There exist 3 types of cell references in Excel: Mixed cell reference - can be of 2
types: The relative row reference, without the dollar sign, changes depending on the row to which the formula
is copied. The following image shows how different reference types work in practice. Tips and time-saving
shortcuts for Excel formulas Formulas in Excel are a powerful multi-faceted tool, and they can solve a great
variety of tasks in your spreadsheets. Well, a good way to find more time is to save some time: To toggle
between absolute, relative and mixed references in a formula, use the F4 key as demonstrated in Switching
between reference types in Excel. To edit a formula, press F2, or double click a cell, or click the formula bar.
To debug formulas in Excel, select a formula part and press F9. This will let you see the actual values behind
cell references. To copy a formula to all cells in a column, enter the formula in the first cell, select that cell,
and hover the cursor over the small square in bottom right corner until it changes to a black cross which is
called the fill handle. Double click that cross, and you will get the formula copied through the entire column.
For more information, see How to replace formulas with their values in Excel. Microsoft Excel formulas with
examples Excel provides formulas for almost anything, and there exist tens or even hundreds of different
functions in modern versions of Microsoft Excel. So, if you encounter a task for which you cannot work out a
solution, most likely you are missing out on a formula that can do it for you. Before spending hours and hours
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on performing manual calculations, take a few minutes to review the following resources. It is a selection of
the most popular MS Excel formulas with examples, grouped by categories. Excel percentage formula How to
calculate percentage in Excel - a few examples of percentage formula for Excel such as calculating percentage
of total, calculating percent change percentage increase formula , formula to calculate amount and total by
percentage, and more. Compound interest formula in Excel - shows how to calculate daily, monthly, and
yearly compounding. Count formula in Excel.
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Chapter 3 : Examples of commonly used formulas - Office Support
The following table contains links to articles and videos that show you how to create formulas from the data in your
worksheet. The examples in the articles contain sample data to get you started and guidance to help you get the results
you expect.

Len is a excel worksheet function use to calculate length of string. Syntax for Len is: Len String Compatible
to: This function is also used in Microsoft excel VBA formulas. Microsoft excel formulas list with examples
of Len Lower As name suggest, Lower is a excel function convert given string in lower case. In case text
contain not a letter then Lower is not affected on it. Syntax for Lower is: Lower String Compatible to:
Microsoft excel formulas list with examples of lower Proper Proper is a excel function convert given string in
proper format. In this case all string start with capital latter. Syntax for Proper is: Proper String Compatible to:
Microsoft excel formulas list with examples Right Description: Right is a Microsoft excel formulas extract
substring from string. Right function extract text starting from right to left. Syntax for Right is: It is just
opposite to Left function. Microsoft excel formulas list with examples of Right Replace Description: Replace
is a simple formula in Microsoft excel, It is used to replace text with another text. Syntax for Replace in
worksheet is different from replace in VBA. Replace Old string, start, Number of char, new string Here Old
string is string or text we want to be replace. Start indicate position of old text Number of char indicate
number of character to be replace. New string is a new set of characters. Microsoft excel formulas list with
examples with Replace Here we replace tech with technic.
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Chapter 4 : Excel formulas with examples
Top Excel Formulas & Function Examples To Get Better At Microsoft Excel Below you will find many Excel formula
examples for key functions like VLOOKUP, INDEX, MATCH, IF, SUMPRODUCT, AVERAGE, SUBTOTAL, OFFSET,
LOOKUP, ROUND, COUNT, SUMIFS, ARRAY, FIND, TEXT, and many more.

There are many ways to use Excel formulas to decrease the amount of time you spend in Excel and increase
the accuracy of your data and your reports. B5 The SUM formula does exactly what you would expect. It
allows you to add 2 or more numbers together. You can use cell references as well in this formula. The above
shows you different examples. You can have numbers in there separated by commas and it will add them
together for you, you can have cell references and as long as there are numbers in those cells it will add them
together for you, or you can have a range of cells with a colon in between the 2 cells, and it will add the
numbers in all the cells in the range. A10 The count formula counts the number of cells in a range that have
numbers in them. This formula only works with numbers though: It only counts the cells where there are
numbers. A10 Counts the number of non-empty cells in a range. It counts the number of non-empty cells no
matter the data type. Notice the difference in the formula results: The TRIM formula removes that extra space.
Check out the character count difference with and without the TRIM formula. RIGHT gives you the number
of characters from the right of the text string, LEFT gives you the number of characters from the left, and MID
gives you the specified number of characters from the middle of the word. I used the LEFT formula to get the
first word. I had it look in cell A1 and grab only the 1st character from the left. I had it look in cell A1, start at
character 3, and grab 5 characters after that. I had it look at cell A1 and grab the first 6 characters from the
right. The official description of what it does: This makes it a lot easier to make sure the data you are getting
back is a correct match. If you put TRUE it will give you the closest match. You have 2 lists: They are all
jumbled around so to manually match this, even for a small number of salesmen would leave room for a high
margin of error and take a lot of time. The first list goes from A1 to B The 2nd list goes from D1 to E This is a
number that appears on both lists. This is called an absolute reference. This tells the formula the number of
columns away from the left most column to return in case of match. It starts at 1, not 0. I would then copy and
paste that formula along all the cells in column C next to the first list. This is a complicated formula, but an
extremely useful one. Check out some other examples: Continuing with the sales example: Now you can use
an IF statement that says: It would look like this: We would then copy and paste this formula along all the
entries in the list. It would change for each sales person. Having the result right there from the IF statement is
a lot easier than manually figuring this out. There are also the formulas: The real power comes in combining
these functions into complicated excel formulas. This can be a really intimidating formula even for the most
seasoned Excel user.
Chapter 5 : Excel Formula Examples | Exceljet
Here, we are going to explain Microsoft excel formulas list with theinnatdunvilla.com have provided a list of excel
formulas and functions based on the text. Microsoft excel provided a various function like string function, mathematical
function, statistical function, logical function, information function, date and time function, financial function, look up
function and database function.

Chapter 6 : Excel Formulas & Function Examples | Free Microsoft Excel Tutorials
Use the Insert Function button under the Formulas tab to select a function from Excel's menu list: =COUNT(B4:B13)
Counts the numbers in a range (ignores blank/empty cells).

Chapter 7 : MS Excel: Formulas and Functions - Listed by Category
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In this list, you can find Top Excel Function with Examples. Every single function in this list is explained in a way that you
can learn it in no time. Here's how this function guide can help you to master some of the most useful functions.

Chapter 8 : Advanced Excel Formulas - 10 Formulas You Must Know!
In Excel,the calculation can be speciï¬•ed using either a formula or a function. Formulas are self-deï¬•ned instructions
for performing calculations. In contrast, functions are pre-deï¬•ned formulas that come with Excel.

Chapter 9 : Excel Formulas: 10 Formulas That Helped Me Keep My Job
Commonly Used Excel Functions Page 4 Introduction Excel is a popular tool used in public finance offices. Using Excel
functions, tools, and various.
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